SmartSkin
Hand Protection
™

Brass Knuckle®
SmartSkin ™
BKNITR2
An estimated six out of every
100 professional janitors suffer
chemical-related injuries, which
include burns to the skin caused
by harmful chemicals found in
cleaners. These same workiers
require protection from bloodborne pathogens, germs, and
good-old-fashion yuck. Workers
in the oil and gas sector need
impermeable gloves to protect
against dermal exposures when
working around ANY oil
operations and when transferring process fluids. Durable
nitrile is ideal protection for
these applications and more.

BKNITR2
Supported NBR with
Double-Dip NBR Grip, Sandy Finish

CHEMICAL
SPLASH

GENERAL
PURPOSE

EASY GRIP

Ideal Markets
Agricultural | Chemical Processing | Construction | Fuel Transportation | Janitorial | Maintenance |
Mechanical Engineer | Power Washing | Pumper | Sanitation | Utility Service

DOUBLE DIP FOR BETTER GRIP
GREAT FOR OIL, GREAT FOR NASTY!

Brass Knuckle® SmartSkin™ BKNITR2 gloves are an excellent choice when you have
to be “up to here” in nasty liquids, chemicals or oils but can’t lose control of your tools.
BKNITR2 is more durable than single-use product but provides significantly more flexibility and tactile sensitivity than heavy-gauge, chemical resistant PVC.
The base glove is a thin gauge, 18 gauge nylon shell with a full Nitrile Butadiene
Rubber (NBR) over coat. To full fingers and palm, we then add another coat of NBR with
a grippy-when-wet sandy finish. In addition to grip, the palm coat provides additional
abrasion, tear, and puncture resistance in critical wear areas.
Nitrile also stands up to most harmful cleaning solvents and resists bodily fluids and
waste, making this a confidence inspiring, I-don’t-want-to-touch-it janitorial glove. It is
also the barrier of choice for oil field worker skin exposure.
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SmartShell
Hand Protection
™

BKNITR2
Supported NBR with
Double-Dip NBR Grip, Sandy Finish

1. Latex-free gloves are made from a durable
synthetic rubber that is extremely puncture and
tear resistant and perfect for heavier duty tasks.
Nitrile is 3x more puncture resistant than latex.
2. Sandy finish enhances abrasion resistance while
improving wet grip. Delivers excellent grip,
even against oils, fats, and greases.
3. Conforms well with excellent elasticity ensuring
a high level of tactile sensitivity. Fits snugly to
ensure excellent dexterity.
4. Provides impervious protection* from most
liquids, including oil. Offers superior chemical
resistance, standing up to harmful solvents
commonly used for professional cleaning and
facility maintenance.
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5. Extended glove protects wrist and lower
forearm. Facilitates donning and doffing.
6. Comfortable wearing 18 gauge nylon shell.
Second-skin fit compares to 18 mil flock lined
latex, but more form fitted and dextrous. This
is a workers work glove.
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* Consult with a Brass Knuckle specialist or your on-site safety director. Best practice
dictates performance of on-site chemical resistance testing of any glove before use.

Brass Knuckle® SmartSkin™, Nitrile Chemical & Splash Glove
SmartSkin™ BKNITR2 provides liquid protection while maintaining the comfort, flexibility and
grip you need for tool handling. Ideal for applications as wide ranging as hydrocarbon processing
and restroom maintenance. Tactile sensitivity is maintained without sacrificing protection.
Part #
BKNITR2-9
BKNITR2-10
BKNITR2-11

Description/Color
Aqua, Sandy Black Palm
Aqua, Sandy Black Palm
Aqua, Sandy Black Palm

Liner
18 Gauge Nylon
18 Gauge Nylon
18 Gauge Nylon

Size
9
10
11

Pack Sz
12 pair
12 pair
12 pair
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